Case Study

The Client
Esteve Teijin Healthcare specialise in home-based health therapies. It is a joint
venture between Esteve Pharmaceuticals, a pharmaceutical sector leader in Spain,
and Teijin, a Japanese corporation focussed on health and technology.
Established in 2009, today Esteve Teijin Healthcare has around 60 patient care
points and 4 logistics centres, serving more than 58,000 patients with high ethical
and quality standards. Esteve Teijin evolved into a leading organisation establishing
itself as a strong competitor to the big brands within the European Health sector.
Esteve Teijin is focussed on providing access to innovation to customers, public
administration, health professionals and above all, to patients.

The Problem
Esteve Teijin needed to successfully integrate their internal IT systems in order to
reduce the overhead of administration, infrastructure and management operations.
There was also a need to improve the quality and timeliness of data to enhance
decision making whilst also keeping costs to a minimum. The main applications and
sources of truth were the SAP ERP system, the line of business application called ET
Service & Logistics, and a variety of backend databases.

The Solution
Chakray used WSO2 Enterprise Integrator to create a common mediator layer, performing data transformation/normalisation,
messaging, validation, notification and monitoring across systems with real-time processing.
The solution deployed ensured privacy and security, accurate and up-to-date information sharing, as well as high level performance,
thanks to features delivered with customisation and Web-services development.

Why WSO2?
The WSO2 platform enabled Esteve Teijin to achieve seamless integration across their systems, maintaining high performance and
configurability.
WSO2 allows us to modify the code to create solutions for very specific requirements, besides out-of-the-box functionality and
systems connectors.
In addition, as a complete Integration Platform, WSO2 offers unlimited possibilities for future capability expansion, from API
Management, IAM and CIAM, to IoT and Big Data.

WHY
Chakray has been deeply involved with Esteve Teijin from the beginning of the relationship in 2017 and remains
so today. The project lifecycle has covered many areas of service delivery including Architecture and Design,
Deployment and Upgrading, Development Support, QA Consulting, Training and Knowledge-Transfer, both teams
working closely to achieve the desired business and technology outcomes.

The Client’s Feedback
Our relationship with Chakray and our adoption of WSO2 technology
has helped drive key technical improvements to our organisation which
enables us to continue to improve the value and benefits we bring to our
customers
Santi Porté, IT Manager for Esteve Teijin

GET IN TOUCH

Do you want to improve your systems? Ask our experts.
Ask our consultants without compromise. We will help you find the best solution for your project.
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